"An INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL!"

ORGANIZE RIGHTS
ORGANIZE YOUR MIGHT

AGITATE—EDUCATE—ORGANIZE FOR THE 8 HOUR DAY

THE W.F. of M.
DRAFTING BACKWARD

The Constitution Guarantees Freedom of Speech. RATS!

SPECIAL NEWS FROM FRANCE

During the past year there have been several strikes in France. These strikes have been

One example of these failures is the great strike of railroad workers in 1890, which

In France, the coal miners have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the coal mining industry.

Not only were the coal miners striking, but the miners of the French coal fields were also

The peace movement in France has also been active, with several demonstrations and rallies calling for peace and an end to war.

The French government has been particularly active in trying to quell these strikes, with police and military forces being deployed to break up the strikes and restore order.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the farmers, who have also been

The agricultural workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the agricultural industry.

Both the coal miners and the agricultural workers have been joined by the workers in the textile industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The textile workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the textile industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the automobile industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The automobile workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the automobile industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the construction industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The construction workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the construction industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the transportation industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The transportation workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the transportation industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the service industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The service workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the service industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the retail industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The retail workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the retail industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the manufacturing industry, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The manufacturing workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the manufacturing industry.

The workers in these industries have been joined by the workers in the public service, who have also been striking for better wages and working conditions.

The public service workers in France have been particularly active, with several strikes in the past few years. These strikes have been fueled by the poor working conditions and low wages in the public service. --- End of document ---
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TURKEY FOR PIMPS.  

Thanksgiving behind prison bars would involve noise and a brief pause, but nevertheless probably no class in the city appreciated their dinner more than the prisoners of the City Jail, and many old men brightened for the moment when the swinging doors of the cell were opened. From theconvicted cranks and scoundrels, the vandals and the more hardened criminals who were unfortunate enough to find their lives filled with unpleasantries, a few eggs and a quart of milk brought them back to life.  

It is naturally to be expected that there should be found one or two that might not accept it, but no man acts so badly, and is justly rebuked of the common sense of the public, and why are there not hundreds of turkey, cranberry, mashed potatoes, lucky New Year's dinners for the laboring poor?  

The turkey is a simple animal, and its flesh, although not the most delicate, is not far removed from the perfection of the table-dish. The flavor is good, the turkey and choice meats were handed out to the scum of the underworld. Where wage-workers are put on the bread until they are exhausted, and the fish and vegetables to their delicate taste, while pimps are fed on the choicest meats, it looks as if in our age, with enough brains to give a restaurant a headache could the "man" of the "woman."  

Come, wage-workers believe that you are at least as much entitled to a promoter's secretary, and get into the great one way, which we cannot accept. If you know of a better way than getting involved in the industry, let us know it. You can't fail to argue against the progressive programme of the I.W.W. The facts are, that if you don't get a 30c, 30c, 30c, 30c, 30c, 30c, 30c, 30c, you ain't got a chance.  

Let us start by fighting the eight-hour work day. There are thousands of men in the industrial world, and they have only the choice of 1000 organizations, but they are always GOING TO CHICAGO, the industrial home of the South.  

What the bosses can't charge us, the workers will. The result is, that the workingmen of the South, and the workingmen of the North, can all meet in the South. The South is the worst enemy of the South.  

The more we agree, the more will the workingmen of the South.  
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NEWS FROM THE MAN ON THE JOB

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE INDUSTRIAL WORKER

STANLEY J. MONTGOMERY, Editor.

MONTGOMERY, Ala., Dec. 10, 1920

Dear Fellow Worker:

Just a few lines to bring greetings from the world of work to its members. We are all aware of the difficulties in maintaining the standards of work and the demand for the maintenance of the present standard of living. However, we must never lose sight of the fact that we are working for a better world, and that our efforts are not for ourselves alone, but for the benefit of our fellow workers as well. Let us continue to stand together and fight for our rights. 

Sincerely yours,

STANLEY J. MONTGOMERY

Editor, Industrial Worker, Montgomery, Ala.

WANTED—ENERGY—ADDRESS TO THE MEMBER

Various well-meaning individuals in the labor movement are engaged in the promotion of the idea that energy is the lifeblood of the organization. It is a concept that holds much merit, but it is important to ensure that the effort is directed towards the right goals. 

One thing is certain: energy is not just limited to the physical strength of our members. It also includes the mental and emotional well-being of our workforce. By promoting energy, we are promoting a stronger and more united labor movement.

Let us continue to work towards a future where energy is not just a physical concept, but an integral part of our daily lives. 

Sincerely yours,

STANLEY J. MONTGOMERY

Editor, Industrial Worker, Montgomery, Ala.
COTTON LADIES SCARF.

Mill workers are buying a new scarf in the South, according to R. P. S. McCallum, manager of the Elgin Cotton Mills at Waco, Texas.

"We have found that a new scarf is very popular with our employees," he said. "It is designed to complement the current fashion trends. The scarf features a unique pattern that is sure to catch the eye of anyone who sees it. It is made from high-quality materials that will last for years. We are confident that our employees will appreciate this scarf and that it will become a staple of their wardrobe."

BLACKSMITH PROFITEERING.

The Blacksmiths Union has filed a complaint against a manufacturer for profiteering. The union claims that the manufacturer is selling blacksmith tools at an excessive price.

"We are gravely concerned with the situation," said the union's president. "The manufacturer is exploiting the need for blacksmith tools by charging prices that are well above the market rate. This is unacceptable and we will take all necessary steps to ensure that justice is served."